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ABSTRACT
Reversible data hiding (RDH) in encrypted pictures has earned additional attention recently in analysis
community. Privacy protection of extra data yet as cover media makes it attractive for applications in medical
imaging, cloud storage, forensics etc. during this paper, a brand new method for reversible data concealing in
encrypted images (RDH-EI), is proposed. Our method adopts the approach of reserving sufficient space for the
additional data before encrypting the duvet image. First we identify appropriate blocks for concealing data from
numerous elements of the image. Before encrypting the image, one or additional LSB-planes of these blocks are
backed-up into remaining elements of the image using a high-performing ancient RDH methodology that
works on unencrypted pictures. Once encrypting the image, those LSB planes are accustomed hide extra
knowledge. Recovery of original cover image and error-free extraction of extra knowledge is guaranteed
perpetually. Moreover, the projected methodology is straightforward and intuitive. By experimentation results
show that our methodology outperforms the progressive ways for reversible knowledge hiding in encrypted
images.
Keywords: Reversible data concealing in encrypted images (RDH-EI), Reversible data hiding (RDH), and
encryption

I. INTRODUCTION

cowl medium. RDH exploitation digital pictures finds
application in military imaging, medical imaging,

Reversible data hiding (RDH) involves concealing

forensics etc. since permanent distortion to hide image

information into a cover medium in an exceedingly

is unacceptable in these areas.

manner that the first cowl medium will be recovered
from the distorted stego medium. This has been

In the event that the information covered up is some

attention space of analysis for many years. Technique

data identified with cover medium itself, it is called

proprietary by Barton is one amongst the earliest

watermarking. This is normally done for verification

techniques in RDH. It absolutely was used for

and copyright insurance. A characterization of

authentication of digital content exploitation digital

reversible watermarking plans is finished. This is for

signature embedded into the content. Theoretical

the most part appropriate to RDH moreover. Initially

analysis on capability limits of RDH is finished. RDH

class employments strategy referred to as contrast

is performed using completely different styles of cover

development as if there should a rise an occurrence.

media comparable to pictures, videos, audio etc.

These strategies for the most part work by growing

Among them, digital image are a well-liked choice as

little qualities, for example, neighboring pixel contrast,
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to implant extra bits. Second class of methods utilizes

explained. This is followed by the space reservation

pressure of cover medium to discover space for extra

step.

information. Histogram moving is utilized as a part of
the third class of methods. Some of the ongoing

Pixel interpolation

methods utilize a mix of the over three methodologies. The interpolation technique used in the proposed
There are two main approaches for RDH-EI as

method is a simplified adaptation of the interpolation

classified. First approach is to encrypt cover image and

used, to suit our method. There two cases for the

then find ways to hide additional data in the

interpolation of current pixel 𝑋 based on whether 𝑋 is

encrypted image. Methods fall in this category.

an interior pixel or a border pixel. Interpolation of

Limitations of these methods are low data hiding

interior pixel: Interpolated value 𝑋’ for 𝑋 is computed
as a weighted average of the horizontal and vertical

capacity and conditional reversibility. Since the

neighbors of 𝑋. A 3 × 3 neighborhood. Let current

entropy is maximized for encrypted images, it is

pixel 𝑋= 𝐶. Then

difficult to find more space for additional using
compression, pixel correlation etc. Also, error-free

X’ = [w0 * NS + w90 * EW]

extraction of data and reversibility of cover image may

Where w0 and w90 are the horizontal and vertical

not be possible at high embedding rates. Method

weights computed in same way as using pixel variance

improved embedding capacity and ensured true

in the corresponding directions.

reversibility for all cases. Even then the achieved
capacity is not significantly high for this approach,

NS = (N+S)/2 and EW = (E+S)/2

which limits the practical applications for these
methods. The second approach is to reserve space for

Selection of blocks for data hiding

additional data in a lossless manner before encrypting

In this step, first the cover image IP*Q is divided into

the image. This space can be used to hide additional

blocks of size 𝑤×𝑤. Interpolation-error histogram is

data after encrypting the image. The propose method

computed for each of these blocks. Total pixels np in

that follows this approach which gives significant

the two peaks bins of the histogram of a block is given

improvement in embedding capacity and also real
reversibility in all cases. Also, Separability is ensured

by
np = count(LP) + count(RP)

in both embedding and extraction process. In this
paper we propose a method that adopts the second

Where count() gives the count of pixels in the given

approach.

bin. np values for all the image blocks are computed
this way. The set of reserved blocks 𝑅𝐵 is

II. PROPOSED METHOD
RB = DB ∪ MB ∪ IB
This section describes the proposed method in detail.

DB is the set of blocks reserved for additional data,

Let 𝑅𝐵 denote the set of blocks reserved and the

MB is set of blocks for metadata, and IB is set blocks

remaining unreserved regions of the image together is

that store indices of blocks in sets DB and MB.

denoted as 𝑈𝑅. First we describe the interpolation
technique used in our method. This is a simplified

Space reservation for additional data

adaptation of the interpolation used in to suit our

Once the reserved blocks are chosen using previous

method. After that selection process for the blocks is

step, 𝑛 LSB-planes of the blocks in set 𝑅𝐵 are
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extracted and reversibly embedded in region 𝑈𝑅 using

Extraction process

modified version of traditional RDH method.

Extraction process involves recovering the additional
data and restoring the original cover image. The steps

1) Pixel interpolation: Unlike original, the border
pixels of 𝑈𝑅 are also interpolated and hence

are more or less the reverse of embedding process as
summarized below.

used to store additional data. The pixels which
are adjacent to reserved blocks are also treated

1) Data-extractor extracts indices of the reserved

as border pixels.

blocks stored in LSB-planes index blocks IB to

2) Metadata storage: In metadata needed in

identify the blocks in which additional data is

extraction process are stored into LSB-planes of
border pixels, whereas, the proposed method

stored.
2) Hidden additional data is extracted from the

stores it in LSB-planes reserved blocks in set

reserved data blocs (DB) and decrypted using

𝑀𝐵.

data-hiding key(KH).

3) Two-pass embedding: To exploit all pixels in 𝑈𝑅

III. CONCLUSION

for bit embedding, one round of complete
embedding into 𝑈𝑅 is split into two phases. In
this first phase all the pixels marked as white ((𝑖

The proposed methodology is for reversible data

+ 𝑗) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 = 0 ) are used for bit embedding,

activity in encrypted images(RDH-EI). By adopting

followed by black ones (𝑖 + 𝑗) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 = 1 ) in

the approach of reserving space for added knowledge

second phase.

before encryption, this method achieves higher

4) Method generally works on rectangular image
region, whereas, in our method region 𝑈𝑅 need

performance than the present methods in terms of

not be rectangular, since reserved blocks (𝑅𝐵)

These attributes create this methodology appropriate

are distributed across the cover image.

for sensible applications in medical imaging, military

PSNR of the stego image and embedding capability.

imaging etc. Moreover, this methodology is easy and
Encryption of cover image

simple to implement compared to its predecessors.

After reserving space for additional data, the cover
image encrypted. Encryption scheme is same as the

This is often as a result of we tend to are eliminating
the necessity for restructuring the image in contrast to

one used where a stream cipher is used. Pseudo-

the other strategies in literature. For many of the

random number sequence (rp*q) is generated using an

images the embedding capability for added data is

encryption key (KE). Bitwise exclusive-OR operation

improved on the far side 10000 bits. At identical time,

of pixel values and corresponding pseudo-random
number of the generated sequence is used for

if we tend to compare the PSNR of stego image by

encryption.

notable

keeping the information embedded constant, there are
enhancements

in

PSNR

for

all

the

photographs over the state of the art methods.
Hiding additional data in reserved space
LSB-planes of the reserved blocks in set DB are now
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